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Dreaming as Representation: Wild Grass and Realism’s Responsibility
夢的表意：《野草》與現實主義的責任

Roy CHAN
陳江北
East Asian Languages and Literatures, The University of Oregon
俄勒岡大學東亞語言文學系

Lu Xun’s 魯迅 art teaches us about the relationship between social bodies and the
literary forms that seek to capture them. He exhibited a remarkable ability to depict the
throes of human suffering with a combination of tragedy, empathy, and no small dose of
mordant irony. His early innovations in the use of baihua 白話 vernacular revealed the
creative potential of this new literary language to become a living, pulsating aesthetic force.
Throughout his literary work one detects an abiding concern about how literature and the social
world can be made to correlate with each other. This endeavor, as both Lu Xun and many
scholars have recognized, is fraught with hazards; what if literature fails to obtain the affective
and moral purchase it solicits from its readers in its depiction of social reality? What if, instead
of compassion and moral reflection, literature’s mimetic capture of social others elicits only
contempt, mockery, or mere indifference? Worse still, what if it instills a sanctimonious sense
of moral satisfaction in those who feel they have made a significant ethical effort merely by
reading? The stubborn presence of an imminent disconnect between language and sociality
lies at the heart of realism’s quandary, one examined with great insight by Marston Anderson.
Anderson argued that the ontological hierarchy between observer and observed in realist
fiction constituted a formal obstacle to any real compassion or solidarity between the two: “The
realist narrative,” Anderson wrote, “by imitating at a formal level the relation of oppressor to
oppressed, is captive to the logic of that oppression and ends by merely reproducing it.”1
We are thus left with a most frustrating paradox. As we are immanently social beings
constituted throughout by discursive and pragmatic conventions, literature should thus be
able to capture and relay our reality. On the other hand, literature often ends up stuck in
its conventions, calcifying what we already assume to know, and blocking room for new
revelation. Lu Xun was fully aware of literature’s tendency to tell the same stories in the
same ways, and how, with these repetitions, a reader’s sense of compassion can easily wane
into annoyance and irritation. According to Lu Xun’s own youthful literary aspirations, as
recounted in his famous 1922 Preface to Nahan 呐喊, he hoped literature would help mitigate
his compatriots’ sense of “numbness” (麻木) in the presence of injustice — that literature
might reinject into otherwise “meaningless” (毫無意義) bodies of suffering a sense of moral
significance and urgency.2 However, the sheer brevity of his literary career, albeit an impressive
and compressed one, and his later preference for a more direct essayistic style (zawen 雜文),
betrays the real difficulties in achieving literature’s social address.
Lu Xun’s dissatisfaction with realist narrative led to an abandonment of the form. His
1

Marston Anderson, The Limits of Realism: Chinese Fiction in the Revolutionary Period (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1990), 91.
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Lu Xun 魯迅, Lu Xun quanji 魯迅全集 [Complete Works of Lu Xun], vol. 1 (Beijing 北京: Renmin wenxue
chubanshe人民文學出版社, 2005), 438-9.
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collection of prose poetry, Wild Grass 野草, constituted an apparent rejection of realism’s
pretenses to social revelation and transformation through its very aesthetic form, one far more
akin to modernist experimentation. Leo Lee Ou-fan 李歐梵 insists that Wild Grass displays
“certain configurations of [Lu Xun’s] inner tensions which certainly go beyond the realistic
confines of politics and political ideology.”3 Wild Grass is thus not only a rejection of sober
narrative in favor of poetic dreamscape, but also a rejection of the social realm in favor of the
spiritual world of the poet.
While acknowledging Wild Grass’s apparent break with Lu Xun’s previous engagement
with realist form, this article nevertheless seeks to complicate the picture of a complete formal
separation. I argue that even in this highly symbolic and formally complex text, realism
reappears as residual traces. However, these realist revenants are inevitably transformed and
twisted by the new formal landscapes they haunt. The radical recontextualizations of these
realist tropes in fact furtively suggest utopian solutions to realist narrative’s own ethical
contradictions; at times it seems as if Wild Grass occasionally dreams up formal solutions to
realism’s own quandaries. These dreams are of course not a real solution — they can never
constitute more than a utopian allegory of what an effective realist social address might be.
Scholarship of the last few decades has dismantled the widely held notion of Lu Xun
as politically engaged realist who earnestly believed in literature’s efficacy to effect social
change. This notion has been promulgated first and foremost by the PRC literary establishment.
Xiaobing Tang argues that Lu Xun’s fictional work exhibits elements of a nascent Chinese
modernism; focusing on the concept of kuang 狂 (madness) in “Kuangren riji” 狂人日記
(“Diary of a Madman”), Tang notes the affinities between Lu Xun’s writing and that of a global
modernism.4 Gu Ming Dong notes that Lu Xun’s work exhibits not only modernist qualities,
but aspects of postmodernism as well. Lu Xun’s refusal to adhere to any stable convention and
generic form, particularly in Wild Grass, suggests a postmodern aesthetic sensibility.5 Given
this recent scholarship that has effectively disavowed the notion of realism in Lu Xun, my
attempt to note a residual engagement with realism might seem to be a stubborn subscription
to the conception of Lu Xun as committed realist. But I argue that Lu Xun’s aesthetic
experimentation was not confined only to the features of modernism and postmodernism, but
also constituted at times a critical reflection on realism and its limits, and in certain cases, a
3

Leo Lee Ou-fan 李歐梵, Voices From the Iron House: A Study of Lu Xun (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1987), 91.
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Tang Xiaobing 唐小兵, “Lu Xun’s ‘Diary of a Madman’ and a Chinese Modernism,” PMLA 107.5 (1992):
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Gu Ming Dong 顧明東, “Lu Xun and Modernism/Postmodernism,” Modern Language Quarterly 69.1 (2008):
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wistful attempt to dream up a solution to realism’s own paradoxes.
My aim is not to re-categorize Wild Grass as “realist” — in fact, I am skeptical about
the extent to which, faced with such a relentlessly hybridized text as Wild Grass, mere
categorization is adequate or fruitful to serious critical discussion. But I encourage a broader
discussion of genre and mode that goes beyond stringent categorization and historicization,
and instead examines ways in which generic and modal fields, replete with their particular
repertoire of signals, can and do intertwine.6 Wild Grass’s occasional polemicized engagement
with realist convention and its epistemic premises thus invites a nuanced discussion of both
Wild Grass and realism within the same critical frame.
Despite the apparent sense that Wild Grass is ultimately concerned about poetic
interiority, the text deeply engages with the representation of sociality, one constituted by
both its corporeal and intersubjective aspects. As Li Rong has noted, one of the most notable
things about Wild Grass is its emphasis on bodily representation. Whereas she tends to insist
on the autonomy and value of the body “as is” over social and textual/formal considerations
of corporeality,7 I argue that Wild Grass’s treatment of such corporeality is always linked to
questions of the representation of sociality. This paradoxical engagement of the social via the
intimately personal suggests ways in which the conventional realist concern for the social
lingers on in what seems at first blush to be intensely private reflections.8
Wild Grass invites us to rethink the process of mimetic representation by radically reembodying the affective premises and spatial parameters of such representation. Wild Grass’s
6

Alastair Fowler’s classic treatment of genre and mode exemplifies this far more dynamic and open approach
to questions of literary categories. See Alastair Fowler, Kinds of Literature: An Introduction to the Theory of
Genres and Modes (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1982). Slavic literary studies, substantially
influenced by the contributions of the Russian Formalists and structuralism, have long engaged in such
sophisticated formal analysis and interpretation. For an exemplary demonstration of the interplay between
distinct generic and modal signals in a literary work, see Russell Valentino, “A Wolf in Arkadia: Generic Fields,
Generic Counterstatement, and the Resources of the Pastoral in Fathers and Sons,” Russian Review 55.3 (1996):
475-93.
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Li Rong 李蓉, “Wuci de yuyan: lun Yecao de shenti yanshuo” 無詞的語言：論《野草》的身體言說
[“Wordless Language: The Discourse of the Body in Wild Grass”], Zhongguo xiandai wenxue yanjiu 中國現代
文學研究 [Modern Chinese Literature Studies] 3 (2007): 218.
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Wang Ban makes an excellent point when he argues that in order to experience our bodies, we cannot rely
merely on “biological” sensations, but must also rely on a “figurative construction of our bodies” to feel
truly “whole.” See Wang Ban, The Sublime Figure of History: Aesthetics and Politics in Twentieth-Century
China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1997), 69. On the other hand, as I will argue below, it is the very
shocking and non-normative sight of the monstrous body, the freakish body, that returns to us the sensation and
awareness of a body otherwise made invisible by its “wholeness”.
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dream form is essential to representation’s queer re-orientation for two seemingly mutually
exclusive reasons.9 The first is the deep, visceral production involved in dream representation,
involving a sleeping body that creates images from the depths of his being. Instead of the
aloof, seemingly invisible author who creates characters, we have instead a figure, trapped in
a bed, psychosomatically conjuring new bodies — but none of these bodies, including the one
in bed, have the stable, self-assured subjectivity granted to an author. Wild Grass’s narrator
often comments on the terror of being in bed, dreaming up characters that unsettlingly press
themselves upon him. In other words, the dream form turns the vertical, hierarchical vector of
representation between observer and observed in realism to one that is horizontal, a relation
whereby both positions are equally vulnerable to one another.
Against the strict separation and implied hierarchy between observer and observed,
the dreamscape more freely allows for the observer to become the observed. The bodies the
dreamer sees are simultaneously other bodies as well as his own.10 Dreaming thus removes
the ontological distance within conventional subject-object relations and brings the two into
direct contact; subject-object relations are transformed into a radical and often bewildering
contiguity. The familiar comforts of hierarchy are replaced by an unsettling adjacency. Not
only do the figures within the dream seem to melt into each other, but the relationship between
the dreamer and that which he dreams also refuses the distance between subject and object; the
dreamed is an essential part of the dreamer himself.
Running alongside the heavy emphasis on dream, Wild Grass also underscores the
constant somatic orientation of the narrator. Taken as a whole, Wild Grass suggests a narrative
arc of sleeping: in the first piece after the Preface, “Autumn Night” 秋夜, the narrator
ponders the beauty of nature in the evening, noting that the flowers and leaves around him are
“dreaming”.11 At the end of the piece, he yawns and drags on his cigarette. In the second piece,
“The Shadow’s Leave-Taking” 影的告别, the narrator discusses how his shadow appears to
him and bids farewell right at the moment he is about to enter sleep.12 The order of the pieces
9

Carolyn T. Brown has a fine essay that argues how Lu Xun’s use of the dream form in Wild Grass is his attempt
to “heal” the “Chinese body” and “spirit” analogous to the way a psychoanalyst may heal a patient by bringing
the unconscious “into awareness and to be integrated with the conscious.” See Carolyn T. Brown, “Lu Xun’s
Interpretation of Dreams,” in Psycho-Sinology: The Universe of Dreams in Chinese Culture, ed. Carolyn T.
Brown (Washington D.C.: Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, 1988), 77. Her approach engages
far more with Freudian psychoanalysis than this essay.

10

As Brown notes, in more psychoanalytic fashion, “(The) dream provides the means for splitting the dreamer’s
mind and allowing […] two parts of the psyche, to directly address one another.” Brown, “Lu Xun’s
Interpretation of Dreams,” 71.

11

Lu Xun, Lu Xun quanji, vol. 2, 166.
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suggests a narrative logic wherein the following prose poems can be interpreted as visions that
the narrator has had after having fallen asleep. The last piece, “The Awakening” 一覺, features
the narrator again smoking a cigarette, having a “long dream,” but then suddenly waking up.13
The few explicit dream sequences are unique in that they thematize the somatics of dreaming,
the physical position of the narrator in bed, his body’s reaction to a dream, or his reaction after
a dream. The dream is not, as it were, a spiritual flight from the confines of the corporeal into
the wide expanses of the ethereal. Dreaming instead constitutes a radical re-embodiment, an
approach to the body which finds itself always reframed and reoriented. Only seven of the
twenty-three prose poems explicitly mention the narrator actually dreaming; it is thus possible,
as many critics have done, to interpret the other pieces as simply prose poems and not as dream
visions. However, the work as a whole is bookended by the narrator’s emphasis on nocturnal
imaginings. The strong presence of dreams in the work as a whole invites us to consider the
book as operating, to a certain extent, under the dream’s sign and logic. The reader of Wild
Grass is invited to discard waking, rational and cerebral thought in favor of a more sleepy and
sensual experience.
The second reason for the dream’s significance in our rethinking of realism is what
might be called its “ironic formalism.” We should consider how dreaming transforms narrative
materiality. Dreaming renders narrative into a doubled form; it allows the possibility for a
narrative to generate a new one within its own body. All dreams in the end imply this doubled
narrative, waking and sleeping portions intimately connected as if by an umbilical cord. A
dream-narrative cannot exist without also implying its waking double. Literary theorist Yurii
Lotman, in one of his late essays, looks at dreams as a kind of discursive doppelgänger:
When entering the world of dreams, archaic man, not yet having writing,
found himself in front of a space that resembled reality and, simultaneously, was
not reality. This world, as he was naturally inclined to infer, had a meaning,
but this meaning was unknown. (They were) signs of an unknown something,
or, signs in their pure appearance (v chistom vide)… Later, in more developed
mythological spheres dream becomes identical with the Other’s prophetic voice,
that is, it presents His attention towards me. In the earlier stage, it is possible
to infer that there occurred something [in dreaming] that reminds us of our
experience of cinematography — the first and third faces meld together, and are
not distinct. “I” and “he” are interchangeable and identical. […] This nature of
dream as pure form allows it to be a space ready to be filled — the shaman who
interprets the dream is as “scientific” as any experienced Freudian — dream is a

13

Ibid., 229.
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semiotic window, and each sees in it the reflection of his own language.14
Lotman thus contends that the world of dreams is one of signs without, as of yet,
signifieds, or “pure” signs. He underscores the materiality of the signifier prior to its
referentiality, and thus emphasizes the materiality of the signifier as a presence in its own
right. Moreover, he points to the structure of the dreamwork (whose latent content is yet to
be determined) as a “pure form,” the outline of a semiotic structure that awaits decoding. It
is a “window” — only the frame is stable, with what appears inside always variable. Perhaps
all signs are signifiers waiting to be decoded, but with dreams the time that elapses between
signifier and signified is much more apparent (an interstice made more noticeable by the fact
that dreams often require the help of a skilled Other to decode them). There is something
fantastic in Lotman’s vision of dream as a “pure form,” for it is difficult to think about form
devoid of content, at least without resorting to abstraction. But it is precisely this fantasy of
pure form that dreaming enables — dream-narrative compels us to envision narrative itself as
pure form, to imagine narrative as a structure apart from the fabula it narrates. While dreamnarrative seems to emanate from within the narrative itself, by traversing through the dream
fantasy we end up approaching narrative from the outside. In this sense the dream acts as a
wormhole; it allows us to burrow deeper into the structure of the narrative only to lead us
outside. Also notable in Lotman’s discussion is the fact that what the dream reflects is not
repressed desire, or buried experience, but language itself. The “stuff” which fills the window
is nothing more than the materiality of signification, the substance of language.
Slavoj Žižek, while discussing Freud, similarly emphasizes the “form of the dream”
over its content. For Žižek, the “secret” of the dream is not the hidden latent content, but
instead lies in how the latent content is so to speak “wrapped up” in the manifest content. He
argues that the unconscious desire that propels dream formation is found not within the dream,
but on “the surface”:
This desire attaches itself to the dream, it intercalates itself in the
interspace between the latent thought and the manifest text; it is therefore not
“more concealed, deeper” in relation to the latent thought, it is decidedly
more “on the surface”, consisting entirely of the signifier’s mechanisms, of
the treatment to which the latent thought is submitted. In other words, its only
place is in the form of the “dream”: the real subject matter of the dream (the
unconscious desire) articulates itself in the dream-work, in the elaboration of its
“latent content”.15
14

Yurii Lotman, Kultura i vzryv [Culture and Explosion] (Moscow: Gnosis, 1992), 221-2.
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Slavoj Žižek, The Sublime Object of Ideology (London: Verso, 1989), 13.
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For Žižek, the true discovery of the dream’s unconscious desire only happens through
an observation of the formal workings of the dream itself. In this sense, dreams fit well the
Russian Formalist understanding of narrative, for dreams are often self-referential (it seems
that one never narrates a dream without beginning with “I dreamed…”).16 The dream’s selfreferentiality seems to lie at the very heart of what a dream is. But, in contrast to other
narratives, this is precisely the tragedy of dream-narrative — once dream becomes accessible
to knowledge, it has already lost its ability to enchant. One is always made aware that a dream
is but a play of surfaces, and is not allowed to indulge in the joys of virtual reality that other
narratives offer. Where narratives appeal to a need for absorptive pleasure, dreams on the other
hand appeal to a desire for critical insight as an object in its own right.
Herein lies the brilliant paradox of the dream form: its ability to put into suspension, on
one hand, unparalleled intimacy between self and other, and on the other hand, a vital ironic
distance between representation and reality. The dream form thus illuminates twin concerns
of the realist modes: the imperative towards social empathy and solidarity as well as the need
for critical insight into social reality. In the particular analyses that follow, I argue that Lu
Xun’s deployment of the dream as organizing trope affords him a unique perspective on how
literature can be made more effective in its social address.

Bodily Waves: “Tremors of Degradation”

How might a dreamscape function as an aesthetic, affective, and social commons by
which we may rearticulate the intellectual and moral basis of sociality? I offer a reading of the
piece “Tremors of Degradation” 頹敗線的顫動 as an aesthetic experiment that defamiliarizes
the conventional narrative situation (or primal scene) of realist typology: the frequently
hierarchical relation between observer and observed. The tragedy of a woman degraded
through prostitution, who raises a daughter in abject poverty, and then is callously driven out
by her daughter years later, offers a conventional image of social abjection that would have
made a likely candidate for a May Fourth realist object of representation. However, were
16

For Ludwig Wittgenstein, the narrative accounting of a dream that begins with the phrase “I dreamt” is itself a
particular language-game. In this game the speaker, by using the formula “I dreamt”, recounts some sensation
and experience upon awakening. However, as Wittgenstein notes, the language-game cannot determine whether
a dream actually happened during sleep, or pertains to some other “memory phenomenon” that occurred upon
awakening. It is impossible for the language-game to prove one way or another that it is describing an interior
psychological experience that we conventionally label as dreaming. See Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical
Investigations: The German text, with a revised English translation, trans. G.E.M. Anscombe (Oxford:
Blackwell, 2001), 157e.
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this a conventional realist narrative, it would indeed be at risk of committing the kind of
moral trespass that Anderson argues realism tended to commit. The woman’s tragedy, while
pitiable, is nevertheless at a distinct remove from a conventional narrator — she is an object
of curiosity, amusement, and perhaps even contempt for a narrator who is free to walk away.
The problem of ethically representing such a subject reminds us of the subaltern’s resistance
to representation, its inability “to speak” without performing a ventriloquization of the
colonizer’s/academic’s own hierarchical discourse. As John Beverley argues, the subaltern is
“something like Jacques Lacan’s category of the Real: that which resists symbolization, a gapin-knowledge that subverts or defeats the presumption to ‘know’ it.”17 How can such a woman
touch the reader and author in a way that not only transcends conventional representational
discourse, but perhaps even language altogether? Recasting this narrative as a dream suggests
a utopian formal resolution.
The narrator begins with the phrase “I dreamed I was dreaming” (我夢見自己在做夢).
It might help to think of the second “I” (ziji 自己) in the opening sentence as separate from the
first “I” (wo 我), as an independent figure of dream representation. What the original narrator
has dreamed up is a meta-vision about the process of representation itself. “He” is unsure of
his surroundings, but similarly we are unsure as to who “he” is, the original dreamer, or the
secondary dreamer the former has produced? It is from this ambiguous and tenuous subject
position that this shaky “I” is confronted with a strange sight:
The globe of the paraffin lamp on the wooden table had been newly
polished, making the room very bright. In this light, on the rickety couch, under
the hairy, muscular flesh of a stranger, a slight frail body trembled with hunger,
pain, shock, humiliation and pleasure.
(板桌上的燈罩是新式的，照得屋子裏分外明亮。在光明中，在破榻
上，在初不相識的披毛的強悍的肉塊底下，有瘦弱渺小的身軀，為饑餓，
18
苦痛，驚異，羞辱，歡欣而顫動。)
This unknown body, frail and trembling under the weight of a similarly unknown
stranger, embodies something degraded, bereft of subjectivity or personality. The scene
suggests an act of sexual congress. The narrator acts as voyeur, looking upon the primal
coupling of two beings as non-descript as mating animals, two sensate beings that lack definite
subjectivity. To merely acknowledge the sexual nature of the representation would be one-

17

John Beverley, Subalternity and Representation: Arguments in Cultural Theory (Durham: Duke University
Press, 1999), 2.

18

Lu Xun, Wild Grass (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1985), 46.
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sided; the “hunger” and “humiliation” suggest a socially tragic dimension to her experience
that is equal to, if not overshadows, what “pleasure” may arise. The bodily sensations depicted
are ones that will permeate the entire terrain of the oneiric space throughout the dream
sequence, thus inviting the dreamer and we readers to wander through a troubling atmosphere
of affect that envelops us at every turn.
The defamiliarized nature of bodies depicted, their barely palpable disambiguation
into a “male” and a “female,” invites us to view the conventional polar positions of “male”
aggressor and “female” victim as much more indistinct. What lies before us are hunks of flesh,
whose gender can only be tentatively determined not by pronouns, but by the contrasting
descriptions of muscularity and frailness, of domination and submission. The diegetic “self”
dreamed up by the primal narrator seems free to identify with either one or the other entities of
the sexual encounter. The overriding feeling, however, is that of being smothered and pressed
upon by another body, although it is unclear which body is whose. While pleasure may be one
of the results of this bodily contact, so are the “hunger,” “pain” and “humiliation.”
The narrator continues by describing his surroundings: “[…] the air was still pervaded,
pulsating, with a wave of hunger, pain, shock, humiliation and pleasure…” (然而空中還瀰
漫地搖動著饑餓，苦痛，驚異，羞辱，歡欣的波濤……)19 The “interior” experience of
the one being pressed upon becomes externalized, palpable in the very atmosphere. The wave
of “hunger, pain, shock, humiliation and pleasure” effects a mantra of sorts that conjures a
universal, undifferentiated bodily experience, by which the whole atmosphere becomes as
sensitive as a body, but does not insist on a particular identity or subjectivity. The “frail body”
(瘦弱渺小的身軀) proves stronger than it seems, for its affective experience threatens to
overrun the limits of the text itself.
The dream suddenly skips a few temporal frames and the narrator now envisions a
young girl of about two, hungry and pleading to her mother for food. Her mother, holding
on to a last silver coin that she will use to buy food for her daughter, assures her that she will
soon be fed, and gently nudges her to sleep. The coin was perhaps earned from her desperate
profession, but this remains ambiguous. Suddenly the atmosphere is pervaded by another wave
of affect that soon overtakes the narrator and causes him to “be unable to breathe,” (不能呼吸)
at which point the dream breaks and the first narrator awakes, “groaning.” (呻吟著)20
What affective stimulus represented in the dream proves so intense that it breaks the
dream and causes the narrator to wake up? The issue of hunger seems to be the overriding
cause of emotional distress, one that even overtakes the power of sexual desire. This hunger,
19

Ibid.

20

Ibid., 47.
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one that knows no bounds, drives the woman to prostitution in order to feed her daughter.
In his later essay “Hearing and Speaking of Dreams” 聽說夢 (1933), Lu Xun will insist on
hunger being far more powerful than libido:
Surely, (Freud) will also tell us that because of the attraction between
the sexes, daughters will love their fathers, and sons will love their mothers.
However, not long after a child is born, no matter if it’s a boy or girl, the child
will purse together its lips, and move about this way and that. Is it not because
the child wants to kiss someone of the opposite sex? No, we all know, the child
simply wants to eat!
(誠然，他也告訴過我們，女兒多愛父親，兒子多愛母親，即因為
異性的緣故。然而嬰孩出生不多久，無論男女，就尖起嘴唇，將頭轉來轉
21
去。莫非它想和異性接吻麼？不，誰都知道：是要吃東西！)
Let us also take into account the sympathetic likeness between the primal narrator’s
own body, and that of the pressed-upon woman in the beginning of the dream. Recall that the
mother is trying to get her daughter to sleep in order to make her persistent feeling of hunger
go away. It is precisely when she is coaxing her daughter into sleep that the emotional “wave”
appears again. With this in mind, the speaker (either the original dreamer or the second)
identifies with the daughter as much as the mother, because in an effort to escape hunger the
speaker wishes to remain ever deeper within sleep. This sleep within sleep is a hoped for
escape from the bodily suffering caused by hunger, and on the part of the speaker, an ironic
escape from dreaming itself. However, the sleep within sleep, the promised escape from
bodily torment, is refused by the “wave” of hunger, pain, humiliation and pleasure. Moreover,
the mother lays her daughter on the very “rickety couch” upon which she herself sold her
body; thus the daughter’s sleep and escape from the pain of the body is shrouded in a deeply
portentous and ironic gloom.
Rather than fall into an even deeper sleep that might perhaps escape the dream, the
narrator is instead roused from sleep altogether:
All of a sudden from the middle of the atmosphere arose yet another great
wave, and it collided with the wave from before, spinning until it had become a
great whirlpool, submerging everything, including me, and neither my mouth nor
nose was able to breathe.
I groaned and woke up, outside my window the air was filled with silver
moonlight, and it seemed to be still very far from daylight.
21
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(空中突然另起了一個很大的波濤，和先前的相撞擊，回旋而成旋
渦，將一切并我盡行淹沒，口鼻都不能呼吸。
22
我呻吟著醒來，窗外滿是如銀的月色，離天明還很遼遠似的。)
The sensation of drowning, and the panic that it inspires, epitomizes the effort of the
body to resist death, the need to assert its own discrete existence against forces bent on its
destruction. In the beginning of the piece we are introduced to a secondary “self” who dreams
of the sex scene. In what ways does that figure, that doubled self, act as a kind of buffer, a
promise of distance between the narrator and his dream? On one hand, the creation of the
secondary “self” is a way to stage an ironic view of the process of dream representation, to
look upon the process of how an individual creates bodies through dreams. It is a way of
reminding us of the formality and structure involved in all representation, either of “others” or
“myself”. On the other hand, such an ironic distance threatens to dull the visceral impact of the
scene, and it seems as if the author feels compelled to restore this impact by taking away the
narrator’s sense of ironic self-awareness. Removing the buffer, taking away the “fourth wall”
(after already having laid bare its existence), makes the sense of the narrator’s suffering all the
more stronger. The description of the narrator drowning and then waking up reveals to us the
power of bodily experience described in the prose poem; it overrides even this provisional self
and makes contact with the narrator. But irony has not been simply made to disappear to make
room for “real bodily experience.” Instead, this ironic consciousness has been externalized.
If irony can be seen as a form of critical knowledge, and the corporeal descriptions as a
sort of sensuous knowledge, we can see them as existing, paradoxically, side-by-side, each
supplementing and emending each other.
While being awake seems at first to save the narrator from his nightmare, he inevitably
sinks again into another dream, and realizes that his new dream is a continuation of the
prior one. This time many years have passed, and the young mother is now an old and frail
grandmother. Her daughter is now married with children, still living in poverty. The entire
family rises in resentment against the old woman for having raised her daughter by means of
prostitution. Her son-in-law accuses her of shaming the entire family, of depriving the family
of “face”: “We have no face to show people, and it is precisely because of you.” (我們沒有
臉見人，就只因為你)23 It would have been better, he says, to allow her daughter to starve
than to be condemned to a life of shame. The daughter also accuses her mother of causing
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shame, and her son-in-law accuses the mother of having now implicated him: “hai yao dailei
le wo” (還要帶累了我). The daughter rejoins by averring that her mother has implicated her
own grandchildren to a doomed fate: “hai yao dailei tamen li” (還要帶累他們哩！) Even the
grandson points a reed at his grandmother, as if holding a sword, and simply yells “Kill!” (sha
“殺！”).24
The word dailei (帶累) means to carry over a kind of harm or suffering to another
person. It suggests the mobility of harm, and also its ability to drag or weigh down the person
unlucky enough to receive it. The son-in-law hardly conceals his resentment for having to
carry a woman’s shame, no less because he is not related to her by blood. The daughter is
anguished over the fact that her mother’s shame has now been transferred to her own children,
and perhaps more cogently, carried over to the male heirs. It is worth noting how this “carrying
over” and “implication” are analogous to the wave of bodily sensation that overwhelms the
narrator at the end of the first dream. The burning shame the family feels mirrors the bodily
force that causes the narrator to gasp for air. Whereas in the first dream the young girl is
pressed under the weight of male oppression (both figuratively and literally), in the second
dream, the girl, now an old woman, is smothered by a relentless front of verbal abuse. The
family has felt this “wave,” and resentful of having experienced it, is throwing it back against
the mother. In disavowing their own kin, they exhibit a contempt that overwhelms even the
fundamental bonds of filial piety.
Having been driven out of the house, our dream heroine wanders aimlessly and
listlessly: “While naked she stood like a stone statue in the middle of the wilderness. In an
instant she saw everything from her past: hunger, pain, shock, humiliation, pleasure, and as a
result she trembled; (she also saw) suffering, shame, implication, and as a result she convulsed;
kill!... and she grew quiet.” (她赤身露體地，石像似的站在荒野的中央，於一剎那間照
見過往的一切：饑餓，苦痛，驚異，羞辱，歡欣，於是發抖；害苦，委屈，帶累，於
是痙攣；殺，於是平靜。)25 Her body convulses in tremors, and these tremors, “radiating
like sunbeams,” (輻射若太陽光) break through the confines of her own body and overrun the
universe, causing the narrator to feel the same tremors. The narrator suddenly wakes up: “It
was a nightmare, yet I knew this was because I had pressed my hands on my chest. And in my
dream I strained every nerve to remove these overpowering, heavy hands.” (我夢魘了，自己
卻知道是因為將手擱在胸脯上了的緣故；我夢中還用盡平生之力，要將這十分沉重的手
移開。) 26 The piece thus concludes.
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The dream sequence’s brilliance lies in how it relates, through the somatic logic of
dreaming, the conventional representation of abject sociality with the narrator’s own bodily
experience. The woman’s representation is made surreal by the dream’s fantastic elements,
and resists a transparent realist mimesis. The dream, while eschewing such conventional
representation, nevertheless betrays a symptomatic token of realism’s aim to depict and expose
a social dilemma. The woman’s tragedy appears to have a somatic effect upon the narrator.
When he awakes he realizes that his hands are pressing against his chest, but while dreaming
his hands had become a crushing weight that he could not remove. Thus the text reveals a
formal parallel between the woman lying on the couch, pinned down by the man, and that of
the narrator, pinned down by his own hands while lying on his bed. The rickety bed of shame
upon which both mother and daughter lie in the dream is metonymically linked to the very bed
on which the narrator sleeps, thus implying the lateral exchangeability of the man and woman.
The narrator and the object of his representation occupy the same position of being oppressed
by a larger weight from above. The crushing weight becomes a signifier for social oppression
that the narrator himself feels by proxy. Through this parallel the narrator and the woman
relate to each other not hierarchically, but contiguously. The narrator is not separate from that
woman, untouched by her suffering; he suffers with her in an analogous way. The text thus
embodies the logic of contiguity, both literally (in the way the woman “touches” the narrator
via his hands) and figuratively (in the use of symbolic metonymy), a form of adjacency that
obviates a vertical hierarchy. This bodily contiguity takes the place of the narrative contiguity
that is absent in this piece, interrupted by the dreamer’s moments of awakening.
“Tremors of Degradation,” in its radical juxtaposition of the narrator with a sexually and
socially exploited woman, allows its readers a pathway, through the dream, into a transgender
cross-identification, thus resisting the mere reification of female suffering. The dream’s
potential in setting up a queer gender relation between narrator, reader, and object, reveals the
dream itself as a relentlessly queer form, a structure constantly twisting and distorting latent
dream thoughts into manifest content. The most vociferous anger within the dream comes from
the son-in-law who is so incensed by the mere thought of having to carry a uniquely feminine
shame. He exhibits a streak of misogyny in his refusal to identify with his mother-in-law, a
stubborn refusal to engage in any kind of cross-gender identification with her. In contrast it is
the male narrator who, through the logic of the dream, is made to feel pain, precisely because
the woman is a product of his own psyche, a separate figural entity, but simultaneously himself
as well.
“Tremors of Degradation” thus constitutes an intriguing formal intervention into the
problem of representing the social other and the oppressive relationship between author/
narrator and hero. One may level the charge that the narrator is simply indulging in an egoistic,
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solipsistic fantasy, that the woman does not really “exist,” but is simply a figment of his fancy.
However, the piece is not concerned with the problem of “accurately” reflecting suffering
women ontologically; the weight of concern, rather, is on an epistemic quandary, namely
how we can come to notice, view, and feel an Other in the first place. In this vein, “Tremors
of Degradation” is a critique of realism as a form of naïve ontological reflection that does not
engage with the problems of how we come to know the “real” — how suffering bodies can
be made intelligible and, more importantly, morally significant. The collision of the bodies
of woman and narrator is undoubtedly uncomfortable, and yet the possibility of creating an
equivalent of bodily consciousnesses between the two allegorically signals the possibility of
Utopia, of the empathy and reconciliation between atomized individuals. The dream form thus
effects a formal and functional solidarity between observed and observed, a formality which is
itself allegorically symbolic of utopian desire. Consequently, this piece elaborates on a hidden
desire within conventional realism itself — the desire to overcome individual subjectivity.
Of course, realism can never completely overcome discrete subjectivities (whether of the
omniscient narrator, the first person narrator, or any of the characters) and indulge in a Utopian
consciousness; to do so would be to utterly evacuate the possibility of knowledge itself — a
knowledge predicated on a gap between self and other, and self and the world. While this piece
cannot enact Utopia (for to do so would be to vitiate the necessary role of History), at the same
time it seeks to go further than a conventional realism that simply represents, but does not
strive to truly “know” the Other.
The complex framing device in the beginning — “I dreamed that I was dreaming”
— attempts to de-center the role of the narrator as originating source of representation and
meaning, to defer the source of authorial presence into yet another dream representation. The
self is just as textual as the woman being represented; both exist on the level of symbolic
discourse itself. Even though this secondary self dissolves, the formality and “structured-ness”
of the dream reflects back onto the structured-ness of the solipsistic narrator himself. On one
hand we are lured by the candid welcome of the sensitive, first-person narrator — it becomes
easy to identify with him, to join him in his sleepy presence — on the other hand we become
paradoxically aware that this narrative self is itself contingent, subject to the same overdetermination that rules over the dream. If the narrative “I” looms large in Wild Grass, it is
one that is conscious to an almost obsessive degree to its rough edges, the tenuous boundaries
of its own existence, the very liminality that both threatens its existence but also provides the
foundation for transcendence.
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The Edge Of Dreaming, and the Articulation of Social Difference:
“The Dog’s Retort”

How might a dream reimagine the thorny issue of socially constructed difference? In
“The Dog’s Retort” 狗的駁詰, the narrator dreams that he is a beggar dressed in rags (this
detail is significant because beggars are a subject of another prose-poem, “The Beggar” 求
乞者). He runs into a dog that barks at him, and in response he insults the dog by declaring
him shili 勢力, roughly meaning “snobbish”. The dog retorts that he is “not up to man in
that respect.” (愧不如人)27 The dog continues to explain that he does not yet know how to
distinguish between “copper and silver, between silk and cloth, between officials and common
citizens, between masters and their slaves, between…” (終於還不知道分別銅和銀；還
不知道分別布和綢；還不知道分別官和民；還不知道分別主和奴；還不知道……) 28
Before the dog can explain more, the narrator, suddenly terrified by the dog’s lecture on social
distinctions, flees. While the dog tries to persuade the man to come back and continue their
(rather one-sided) discussion, the narrator will have none of it. “But I ran straight on as fast as I
could,” the narrator writes, “until I had run right out of my dream and back into my own bed.”
(我一徑逃走，儘力地走，直到逃出夢境，躺在自己的床上。)29
What scares the narrator in this dream is ambiguous. It could be his shock upon
discovering a dog with the human capacity of speech, and moreover, speaking to the
contradictions of humanly created distinctions. The dog points out a number of such
differentiations, for example, the difference in value between “copper and silver.” As he
continues with his list, he mentions the differences created among humans, “between officials
and common citizens, between masters and their slaves.” Before he can go on with his list,
the narrator takes flight. What might inspire the narrator’s fear is the intractable reality of a
human society that has created distinctions among things and people. The narrator in his dream
takes the guise of a beggar, a product of socially created difference. Despite his own status
as a dispossessed subject, he nevertheless replicates the operation of social differentiation,
telling the dog to “shut up” (住口！) in an attempt to assert his human superiority over the
animal. But the dream features a strange reversal whereby the dog is endowed with eloquence
while the human is rendered a degraded and mostly speechless beggar, capable of saying
only one full complete sentence in the piece. Most of his speech seems to consist of barely
articulate grunts and exclamations: he “thunders” (叱咤), makes the onomatopoeic sound
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“dai!” (呔), orders the dog to “shut up” (住口！) and asks “What?” (什麼！) in a fashion that
parallels how an English-speaker might quizzically exclaim “Huh?” This seems to be a reality
that the narrator finds difficult to endure, and so he runs as far as the dream is wide until he
finally breaks out of the dream and lands back in his own bed. The crisis, perhaps, is one of
unbearable embodiment, trapped in the body and clothing of a beggar, bested by a loquacious
dog, and unable to put up any possible spoken response (when the narrator runs away, the
dog pleads with him to stay and “discuss it further,” something of which the speaker is surely
incapable). The crisis that tears the speaker apart is the fact that the social distinctions that
were meant to safeguard his superiority have now come back to bite him from behind.
By waking up, the narrator has escaped his dream (and the dog) and seemingly attained
some relief. However, while he has crossed out of the threshold of his dream (逃出夢境),
he ends up within the confines of his bed, ready to dream yet again. Whether in dream or in
waking reality, his “self” is always bracketed, subject to the pressures of what lies beyond the
self. The narrator is trapped not only by the physical confines of his bed, but by the constant
discursive repetitions that suggest the somatic rhythms of the body. Wild Grass is rife with
such repetition; for example, in the dog’s speech mentioned above, he uses the phrase “I still
do not know how to differentiate” (還不知道分別) five times before the narrator decides that
he cannot bear it any longer and runs away. The hypnotic, pulsating rhythms displayed in the
narrator’s somatic language maintains the sleepy atmosphere of the work, and keeps both
narrator and reader under its dreamy spell.
It is intriguing how the piece conjures up the topography of the dream as a form of
physical space. As significant as the topsy-turvy world depicted in the dream is the fact that the
narrator can run through the borders of the dream and straight into his bed. On one hand this
affirms the boundedness of the dream itself, its sense of self-containment — on the other, the
ease with which the “I” moves physically moves from dream-space to waking-space suggests
that waking reality and dream are locked horizontally, neither more ontologically real than the
other. The edge that seems to seal off the dream from reality in fact reveals itself to also be
the same edge that lines the contours of the narrator’s own bed. Wherever the narrator runs,
there is no freedom from confronting the edges of his own existence. The portrait of reversal
between the speechless beggar and the gabby dog would be rather tepid were it not for the
fact that it is bound up with the dialectic between dream and waking reality. The “critical
difference” which spawns the semiosis of antagonistic human relations revealed in the dream
corresponds to the “critical difference” between dream and wakefulness itself, and in this vein,
while these edges are a portent of entrapment, they are also an opportunity for knowledge. The
narrative threshold between dream-narration and waking-narration stands in for the threshold
between conventional existence and its other.
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Realism’s Bedtime: “The Awakening”

Having looked at two prose poems that are structured as dreams, the concluding piece,
“The Awakening” 一覺, invites us to ponder the boundary between sleeping and wakefulness.
In this piece, the narrative register suddenly shifts to a more historical footing.30 It opens
with a description of planes conducting bombing missions of Beijing in the morning, a result
of internecine fighting among warlord factions, causing fear and silent panic that makes the
narrator deeply aware of the fragile line between life and death; moreover, it brings to sharp
awareness the contingency of his bodily existence, one that can easily disintegrate in a second.
In the midst of warfare, the narrator goes through manuscripts sent in by young writers, excited
by their energy, exuberance and commitment, but worried by their nascent cynicism.
In addition to representations of fear and violence and tokens of a palpable reality and
bodily presence (and its destruction), the piece is also overrun with inscriptions of discursive
materiality that permeate the atmosphere. The regular morning bombings have a regularity
that “seem like attending lessons at school.” (像學校的上課似的)31 His bed is completely
covered by a mess of newspapers (散亂滿牀的日報). The disarray of the newspapers not only
reflects the chaos in the city, but the papers themselves serve to give the narrator a journalistic
knowledge of what is happening around him. Moreover, the fact that these newspapers
are on his bed suggests the interpenetration of language/text and the body of the narrator
that is so prominent in the earlier pieces: the narrator’s sleeping body and this pile of old
newspapers are in fact metonymically related, one standing in for the other. The narrator’s
manifest corporeality, his bodily instantiation within a particular social space and time, is thus
overdetermined by a discourse, both printed and verbal, that circulates throughout the land.
After having picked up the newspapers and tidied up his room, he sets upon his editing
work. In the midst of warfare, the narrator goes through manuscripts sent in by young writers,
excited by their energy, exuberance, and commitment: “The spirits of the youth that refused
to whitewash [reality] stood up in succession in front of my eyes.” (這些不肯塗脂抹粉的青
30
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年們的魂靈便依次屹立在我眼前。)32 These spirits correspond to the youths’ manuscripts
themselves, piled upon his desk. He wishes to “kiss upon the formless, colorless roughness
dripping with fresh blood.” (我願意在無形無色的鮮血淋漓的粗暴上接吻。) 33 These
youthful spirits pose a descriptive paradox; as spirits, they should be “formless,” and yet
they are pulsating with fresh, warm blood, and rough rather than smooth and ethereal. What
the narrator seems to be describing is the nature of language itself; at once “formless” and
transparent, a clear mirror to reality, and yet on the other hand framed, textured, and intricate
just as any other material. The fact that he wants to “kiss” these spirits/youths/manuscripts
suggest a kind of bodily communion between the narrator and the youths with whom he
wishes to connect. It should not be read as a belated desire to be “young” again; we are
reminded of the narrator’s desire to serve the youth with his writing in the “Preface” to Nahan.
Reading their wistful tales, he finds that instead of having his spirit transported to faraway
fictive landscapes, the texts remind him that he is “living in the world of men” (活在人間),34
a statement he repeats later in the piece. The narrator thus demonstrates his self-conscious
awareness of his editing and mentoring responsibilities — his devotion to his young writers is
not an attempt to quaff from the fountain of youth, but to take part in a vital continuity between
old and young, much in consonance with Lu Xun’s own evolutionary thinking.35 Through the
narrator’s mystic kiss, old and young are united into a greater, ever progressing, dynamic body.
The text continues to forge symbolic linkages between text, youth, life, and corporeal/
biological materiality. He recalls three years earlier being handed a youth literary magazine
called “Shallow Grass” 淺草 and being very moved by the writing inside. He relates the story
of how Lev Tolstoy was so moved by the struggle of a thistle to bloom that he writes his
novella Hadji Murat. Writing is figured as a form of fragile, botanic life. The narrator continues
to relate how plants and trees in the desert burrow their roots deep in the ground to find water,
and thus manage to flourish as well as provide shade and nourishment for thirsty travelers. Text
is thus seen both as life and as a giver of life, something that makes bodily existence possible.
The narrator’s editing work takes him well into the evening:
While I have been editing the sun has set, and I carry on by lamplight. All
kinds of youth flash past before my eyes, though around me is nothing but dusk.
32
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Tired, I take a cigarette, quietly close my eyes in indeterminate thought, and have
a long, long dream. I wake with a start.
(在編校中夕陽居然西下，燈火給我接續的光。各樣的青春在眼前
一一馳去了，身外但有昏黃環繞。我疲勞著，捏著紙煙，在無名的思想中
36
靜靜地合了眼睛，看見很長的夢。忽而警覺)
This last paragraph of Wild Grass puts into doubt the idea that Lu Xun has stepped
out of his bed, so to speak, and entered the properly social realm. The collection ends at the
same time it started, the evening. The “youth,” who have already transmuted into spectral
images before his tired eyes, continue to stand in an indefinite but certain relation to his body
in the dusk. The narrator has a “long, long dream,” but does not, this time around, describe its
contents. Is he dreaming about the youth whose manuscripts he is editing, the youth to whom
the fledgling nation’s hopes are entrusted? We do not know, and ultimately, we do not need to
know what the dream is about. What is important is not the dream’s content, but its formality.
Like the youthful manuscripts he has been editing, the dream is also a text, a discursive
transfiguration of the narrator’s body. The narrator returns to the somatic space, the place
where impressions that are repressed in the social order during the day manifest themselves
upon the body of the sleeper at night.
The narrator suddenly wakes, finding himself in a space both mundane and enchanted:
Suddenly I woke, still wrapped around me was the yellow dusk; the sealscript cigarette smoke floated upwards within the still air, like several small,
wispy summer clouds, softly conjuring images that are difficult to name.
(忽而警覺，身外也還是環繞著昏黃；煙篆在不動的空氣中上升，如
37
幾片小小夏雲，徐徐幻出難以指名的形象。)
The collection ends here, with a return to the sleepy body of the narrator, enveloped in a
haze of twilight and tobacco smoke. The title, “Awakening,” suggests in the original language
a singular moment of awakening, a unique epiphany (yijue 一覺). However, there are at least
two moments of awakening, not one. In addition to the narrator waking after his “long, long
dream,” the prose-poem itself, with its representation of contemporary Beijing undergoing
warfare, is a kind of formal awakening from the dreamy sequences of images that followed
beforehand. It acts as a kind of belated nod to the demands of reality and socially-engaged
writing, an attempt to depict the waking world in historic and panoramic perspective. And yet
36
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the movement of this piece progresses inexorably towards the telos of twilight and evening,
towards the somatic and personal experience of sleep and dreams. The text acts as a critique of
a seemingly transparent realism that seeks to repress its nocturnal other, its dark inverse. When
the narrator awakes from his dream, his corporeal, waking experience is still seen through a
sleepy, hypnotic haze, and upon closer inspection, there is also something dreamy about the
beginning of the piece as well. The sensuous, yet strange and unfamiliar, ether of the dream
leaks out of its boundaries and permeates waking reality.
The haze, though, is not simply some kind of sublime, sensuous air. The narrator figures
the cigarette smoke as a form of “seal-script” whose meaning is as yet unclear. Thus what
constitutes the sensual, dreamy “haze” is, once again, the mystery of writing itself, characters
in an arcane calligraphic form whose decipherment proves difficult. Again, it is the materiality
of the signifier that is emphasized here, not just what the characters mean, but how they look,
how they appear in their own discrete form. The difficulty in trying to “name” these quasidiscursive images is in consonance with the fullness of dream language; signifiers whose
meaning is made difficult because of a sensuousness that defies semantic transparency. The end
of Wild Grass stages a “return” to the body, but this body is thoroughly cloaked in the garb of
discourse whose significance is always subject to displacement and deferment. We should take
note that seal script 篆書, like dreams themselves, has traditional associations with divination
and access to hidden knowledge.

The “Plenitude of Form” and Its Ethical Possibility

The generic and modal form of Wild Grass has long been a topic for scholars. The
work is usually classified as a form of “prose-poetry,” or “sanwen shi” 散文詩; as Sun Yushi
孫玉石 has pointed out, the development of sanwen shi had its roots in the very beginnings
of the May Fourth movement 五四運動, and well before Lu Xun began writing his own
prose-poems many other May Fourth writers, including Guo Moruo 郭沫若, were publishing
their own works.38 Moreover, the prose poems of Charles Baudelaire and Ivan Turgenev
were translated and published in the top literary journals. However, as Sun also relates, the
form’s novelty did evoke the opposition of some more conservative elements who refused
to accept prose poetry as a kind of poetry by virtue of its lack of verse and meter.39 Nicholas
Kaldis notes the difficulty in defining the features of the prose poem itself, a hybrid form that
38
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seems to encourage “vagueness” in critics’ attempts to define it, “occup[ying] hazy literary
territory on the borders between prose and poetry.”40 He contends that Lu Xun’s adoption of
the prose poem constitutes his attempt to find a literary form appropriate to his (traumatic)
experience of modernity, to find a literary expression that most effectively “embod[ies] a
poetic understanding of the moment Lu Xun is experiencing” and “acknowledges the threeway interaction of the unconscious, consciousness, and the surrounding world.”41
In his investigation of Charles Baudelaire’s prose poems, Jonathan Monroe advances a
dialogical and socially informed theory that accounts for the prose poem’s generic hybridity.
In A Poverty of Objects, Monroe argues that the prose poem foregrounds not only the conflict
between the two generic forms of poetry and prose, but simultaneously proposes a “dialectical”
solution between them, and thus becomes an opportune form for addressing conflict between
social classes as well as envisioning a possible resolution of social contradictions. For this
reason, he characterizes the prose poem as an essentially “utopian” genre. 42 I think there
are certainly traces of this “utopian” resolution in Lu Xun’s text; on the other hand, the
use of dream as one of the reigning tropes in the collection not only expands on the work’s
association with utopian thought, but also suggests an entirely new level of mediation between
self and other that I have pointed out earlier. For Monroe, the prose poem genre is itself the
metaphor for social contradiction and resolution. In Lu Xun’s handling of the genre, this
formal “metaphor” is extended by yet another figure: the dream.43
As a consequence of its self-consciously hybrid nature, the prose poem calls attention
to its own form precisely because its contours are as yet unclear and hazy. The prose poem
acts as a kind of generic “monstrosity,” whose corporeality is foregrounded precisely because
the genre is aberrant. In other less hybrid forms, like a poem or a short story, we tend to pay
little attention to form; form becomes naturalized in the very process of reading and is thus
transparent. Even with a form as notoriously hybridized as the novel, its blatant piracy of
other genres often slips below the radar as we are lured into the narrative movement. In these
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established genres, form becomes naturalized in the process of reading, and often seems
transparent. The prose poem, a genre still in the stages of emergence in the 1920s, refuses the
transparency of form because it foregrounds the collision of different genres.
The dream itself is allegorical of Wild Grass’s hybrid, utopian genre. By its very nature,
the dream is a queer form. In its confounding of the boundaries between the present, past,
and future,44 in its manifestation of desired objects that are absent in real life, in its twists and
contortions of language and signification into polysemic palimpsests, the dream is perhaps
the epistemic and aesthetic form par excellence that expresses alterity. Wild Grass relates the
strangeness of dreaming with the strangeness of literary form — its genre is always relentlessly
hybrid, inchoate, monstrous, unruly like wild grass; and with the strangeness of its bodily
juxtapositions — the narrator finds himself coaxial with a ravished, abject woman, disputes
with a dog, contemplates his own disemboweled organs, and fixates on Christ’s wounds.
The Russian Formalists, who were flourishing at the same time Lu Xun was writing
his main fictional work, aimed to show that all art ultimately referred to its own artifice and
construction. Boris Eikhenbaum, in his “Theory of the Formal Method” (published in 1925,
the same year Lu Xun was working on Wild Grass), summarized his findings and those of his
colleagues, and argued that reigniting an appreciation of form was essential to understanding
the function of literature:
The understanding of “form” started to take on a new meaning — not
as a mere shell, but as a plenitude, as something both concrete and dynamic,
full of content in its own right, independent from any corollaries. In this (new
understanding) was expressed a decisive departure from the principles of
symbolism, which held that one should illuminate some kind of content “through
form.” 45
Viktor Shklovsky, in his earlier and celebrated work, “Art as Device” (1917), argued
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that the purpose of art is to not to reflect reality, but to in effect distort it, to make it strange
and thus wrest it away from the deadening effects of “automatization” so that one may “regain
the feeling of life.”46 Here is the classic and well known Formalist position on art, and more
specifically, literature. The aesthetic content of a literary work is form itself, its own making.
However, there is something “un-Formalistic” about Shklovsky’s own formulation of art as a
resistance against “automatization”; the Formalists themselves abandoned or never adopted
Shklovsky’s more philosophical position about perception, and instead concentrated on the
apprehension of the work’s form as an end to itself, as its own kind of “plenitude.”47
As the Formalists were aware, for many readers the form of a work often threatened
to disappear from view; it was the primary task of the literary critic to discover how a work
was “made,” to extract and explicate its form. There is something uncannily corporeal about
the whole enterprise, the work of conjuring a “plenitude” of form into plain view. Along with
“making strange” is the famous notion of “laying bare the device” (obnazhenie priema), by
which a text points to its own artifice. This “laying bare” also metaphorically implies a kind of
body that is suddenly exposed, brought to view, but one that cannot be equated with what some
readers might call the “content” of the poem. “Making strange,” at first meant to renew our
perception of the world, more and more referred to our deeper perception of the artistic text
itself and nothing more.
Summarizing well known Formalist doctrines might seem banal to some readers
long accustomed to these critical verities.48 But I return to the Formalists because I want to
note a certain social and ethical dimension to the idea of “making strange”. Certainly, when
Shklovsky first formulated his idea of “making strange,” he had a philosophical aim, one that
was later not taken up by future Formalist investigations. In Wild Grass, not only do we have
bodies made strange, but we have a form that is made strange as well. The “monstrous form”
and the “monstrous body” share a structural and epistemological homology, each enhancing
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the other’s “strangeness”. However, if we come back to Shklovsky’s idea of “automatization,”
my point starts to become clearer. It is important to make sociality and the literary forms
that convey it strange because otherwise the body would disappear, “swallowed” by the
automatization of quotidian perception and conventional form. Indeed this was the problem
with “conventional realism”; reflecting human suffering only served to make it even less
noticeable to a readership already habituated to everyday images of such suffering. It was not
merely the fact that they were not noticed: in effect, they disappeared.
Thus what Wild Grass allows us to see is the body “made strange,” distorted,
reconfigured, made monstrous. What comes into view are the body’s unruly edges; what
captures our attention is not so much the body’s “form” as a complete, stable image, but the
strangeness of its very formality. In the case of generic form, what results is not a new, stable
poetic genre, but the foregrounding of generic hybridity itself — the monstrous formality made
possible by the collision of generic and modal registers. However, the aim is not to provide
a corporeal freak-show; the point is to rediscover the body, to be cognizant of its existence,
and moreover, our ethical responsibility to the forms of sociality that anchor our very being.
In Wild Grass’s primal mimetic ooze perhaps we can find an emergent formalism that might
constitute the basis of a new life, one predicated on a reinvigorated sociality. By shaking the
body from epistemic and affective complacency through grotesque literary form, perhaps
the body can become once again a proper heuristic for social knowledge. The body in Wild
Grass, then, is not merely a ground through which we can anchor feeling and knowledge; the
body is itself, in every instance, an epistemic revelation. However, such a revelation cannot be
made possible by relying on automated and manufactured corporeal common sense; it is only
through radically redefining the body’s edges — a redefining that also acts as a form of that
body’s instantiation — that the body and our responsibility for such bodies become intelligible.
Against a narrative realism that relies on the conceit of the transparency of its descriptive
discourse, Wild Grass suggests that language and bodies inaugurate a perpetual affective
circuit. Language and bodies reflect and amplify the visceral resonances between each other.
It is improbable that Wild Grass can stand as a sustained model for a more effective literature
of social address. Like its eponymous tender and fragile leaves, the work serves as an aesthetic
flicker of an intervention, perhaps impossible to reproduce. But it serves as an allegorical hope,
a wildly utopian one, of what literature should strive for.
The strong first-person orientation of the work is an invitation to personalize the
moral act of representation. Wild Grass introduces a way of thinking about representation by
explicitly inserting the observer’s body into play — no more is he a disembodied eye, but is
also a figure who is as vulnerable to the power of his own work of representation as he is the
object thereof. We sense representation as a uniquely ethical relation, not as mere observation,
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but as an attempt at reconciliation between self and other. Thus we have a first-person narrator,
presumably “Lu Xun,” who is constantly aware of his own entrapment by the gates of his
dreams and the edges of his bed, limits that elucidate and instantiate the contours of his bodily
existence. And yet these “borders” also paradoxically serve as critical foils that allow him to
rethink the intersubjective relationships between him and others, him and the world(s) around
him. It is a renegotiation of the borders of our bodies, that of others, and the relation between
them, that reconstitutes the plenitude and value of the body.
Wild Grass, Lu Xun’s engagement with modernist and Symbolist literary technique,
maintains a muted dialogue with the promise and problems of realism. The tropes of
awakening and alertness form the somatic parameters through which realist observation
happens — in the daylight, and through vision. Realism thus implies the presence of the always
awake, always alert observer, who describes, narrates, and analyzes well through the night.
Realism is a literary vigil to the social world, a tenacious and persistent accounting that never
rests. Wild Grass questions whether realism can ever be a form of perpetual literary vigilance,
and asks whether realism itself also needs its nighttime slumber and its own dreams, where the
very desires, hopes, and energies that propel realism’s social project in the first place can be
nurtured and sustained. Wild Grass’s dream fantasies thus reveal realism’s own psychosomatic
ecology, and sheds light on realism’s own unconscious spaces. It is in these hidden spaces
that realism’s radical hopes can be found: the reconciliation of self and other, oppressor and
oppressed, discourse and the world, and history and utopia. ※
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